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Through the years the profession of physical education 
has been subject to many influences. Since its inclusion in 
the curriculum of public schools of the Uni~ed States the 
public has steadily criticized and questioned the practices of 
physical education in the education of youth. 
It is readily accepted by most people, and especially 
American educators, that the American public will support any-
thing which it believes in. Understanding is the bases of 
appreciation. It is hoped that this study will be a contri-
bution to such an ur.derstanding of physical education 
Reasons For the Study. A subj ect concerning criticisms 
of physical education suggested itself to the writer as a topic 
for a thesis because of three factors: C1) Criticisms of the 
puolic directed towards physical education which seemed ground-
less or greatly exaggerated. (2) A desire of the writer to 
determine the extent, and inf'luencing factors, of favorable 
and unfavorable attitudes of former high school students 
towards their physical education programs. (J) To determine 
the extent, if any, of the influence of the Kraus-Webber Tests 
upon criticisms of physical education. 
The purpose of this study was to ccnduct a survey of 




Invest1gat1 ve Methods Used. 'l'he first step was to 
complete a survey of critical iiterature of physical education 
available in Forsyth Liorary, Fort Hays Kansas State College. 
The purpose of the survey was to determine the extent of the 
influence of the Kraus-Webber •rests and to discover, if any, 
the degree of exaggeration and authenticity or written criti-
cisms on physical education. 
In addition , questionnaire was passed out with the 
cooperation of the physical education staf'f at Fort Hays 
Kansas State College. An unselected sampling of three hundred 
seventy-two students from physical education classes, repre-
senting ten states, responded. The college staff members 
passed the questionnaires out to their respective classes. 
Adequate instruction was given on the questionnaire so that 
no questions were needed to be askPd by the participants. 
Each participant completed and handed his respective question-
naire back during the same class period it was passed out. 
The purpose of the questionnaire was to determine the causes 
and extent of favorable and unfavorable attitudes of a random 
sampling of students toward their high school physical educa-
tion experience. 
Scope and Limitations of the Study. In the survey of 
the literature only a small portion of the numerous articles, 
books, pamphlets, etc., were used that were available in 
Forsyth Library. 1rhis was done because many of the criticisms 
3 
were repetitous in nature. The writer selected those criti-
cisms with regard to the following: (l) The type of periodi-
cal, pamphlet, etc., in which the article might appear. 
(2) Professional status of the author. (3) fypes of criticisms, 
e . g . was it new to the study, and did the criticism tend to 
back up a criticism from a previous evaluation. 
The evaluation of literature has been confined to those 
critical materials of physical education published before 1945. 
This was done because the material published before this date 
would have little value to this study. 
Definition of Terms and Symbols. The Kraus-Webber 
Tests were physical fitness tests administered by Hans .Kraus 
and Ruth Hirschland to 4,264 American and 2,870 European 
children from comparable urban and sub rban communities. 
Fifty-nine per cent of the American~ failed and eight and 
seven tenths per cent of the Europeans failed. 
Nl - A symbol used by the writer to more easily desig-
nate the group of students that had physical education in high 
school as found by the student questionnaire. 
N2 - A symbol used by the writer to more easily desig-
nate the group of people who did not have physical education 
in high school as found by the questionnaire. 
NJ - A symbol used by the writer to more easily desig-
nate the group of students who did not like physical education 
in high school. 
Participants - A term used to designate students respond-
ing t o t he questionnaire. 
CHAPTER II 
A BRIEF R~VU.W OF LI'l'ERA'l'URE 
The purpose of this chapter was to evaluate briefly the 
criticaJ. materials that deal with all phases of the physical 
education program. For this purpose the chapter was divided 
into three parts. Part one deals with those written materials 
which take in all phases of the physical education program. 
This includes athletics, physical education, health, and intra-
murals. Part two takes into its scope those critical materials 
dealing only with single phases of the physical education pro-
gram. These particular phases are intramurals, the physical 
education teacher, physical fitness, and the required program 
of physical education. The particular phase of athletics has 
been included alone in part three berause of the abundance of 
materials available. 
General Criticisms. According to Dodson1 one of the 
most persistent criticisms in recent years has been the ques-
tion of the value of physical education in education. Dodson 
handles this point, which is discussed and studied by persons 
in, as well as out, of the profession of physical education. 
lTaylor Dodson, "Athletics and Education", School 
Activities, 29:147-148, January, 1958. 
It is written extremely well and also presents some new argu-
ments and suggested solutions. 
The continued neglect of the average or below average 
skilled boy and girl is criticized by Dodson. He stressed the 
argument that there is not too much emphasis on at least three 
of the cardinal principles of education, namely, health, 
worthy use of leisure, and character development. 
Published in School Activities in January, 1958, the 
article points to some of the most recent criticisms of physi-
cal education. An excellent breakdown is given on the weak-
nesses and contributions of health, leisure time activities, 
and physical education and athletics in relation to character 
building. 
The New Republic in April, 1957, published an article 
by Mortimer H. Morris2 entitled ''Doe s Sport Equal Fitness". 
However misleading the title may be, the article contained a 
criticism that has continually threatened physical education 
for many years. It is based, in part, on scientific research 
over a period of years. It is based, however, in inconclusive 
evidence. 
Morris stresses the following points in claiming low 
mentality of athletes: 
Our high school physical educators are trapped them-
selves. Most of them were better than average athletes 
2Mortimer H. Morris, "Does Sport Equal Fitness?" The 
New Republic, 136:15, April 29, 1957. 
6 
who went to college for training that would prepare 
them to coach. Although it was part of their required 
curriculum, many of these men grasped neither the 
philosophy nor the physiology of play and exercise. 
Their understanding does not include a working know-
ledge of human anatomy nor a working appreciation of 
correctional procedures where remedial attention is 
demanded.) 
Physical educators are not alone to be criticised. 
According to Morris they cannot be blamed for public apathy 
which consequently results in poor or inadequate facilities, 
equipment, and overloaded and understaffed classes. 
An interesting method of covering many of the criticisms 
encountered by physical educators is presented by the author. 
The attention that Morris focuses on physical fitness as a 
national weakness was not stressed until the results of the 
Kraus-Webber Tests were published. This article shows that 
many physical educators have voiced the ne ed for better physi-
cal fitness for a number of years but have neglected to do 
anything about it. 
Another criticism of the state of our nation's physical 
fitness is voiced by Professor C.H. McCloy4 of the University 
of Iowa. Writing in the January, 1946, issue of the Educational 
Record, he criticises the educational administrator for the 
neglected health and physical fitness of our adult people. 
3Ibid., p. 1,5. 
4c. H • .McCloy, "Physical and Heal th Education for 
America", Educational Record, 27:56-57, January, 1946. 
This, claims McCloy, is a direct result of poor salesmanship 
which results in poor values of mental and physical health. 
7 
The idea that we must not only furnish complete programs 
of health and physical education to all children is accompanied 
by the point that we must also sell them on the values of main-
taining physical fitness after their school years. 
The article contains an excellent list of suggested 
teaching aids and activities. It contained the only critical 
examination of the school health program which was not as 
thorough as could be desired but was adequate and well written. 
This was the most complete critical article found by this 
survey on all phases of physical education 
One of the most enlightening things learned from this 
study was to find that criticisms of physical education and 
athletics are similiar all over the world. A comparative 
study on The Place of Sport in Education was conducted by 
UNESCOS in 1955 and 1956. It was revealed that the thinking 
of parents, teachers, and administrators towards athletics and 
physical education is much the same as that in the United 
States. This study consisted of reports submitted by different 
countries. The report submitted by France showed that adminis-
trators and teachers believe competitive sport is not beneficial 
and can easily be a major factor in causing physiological 
511Educational Studies and Document", Printed in the 
Workshops of the UNESCO, 19 Avenue Kleber, Paris - 16e, 1956, 
pp. l - 60. 
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upsets. The Po~ish report was much the same with the exception 
that they believed that too much time was spent on practice of 
sports. In Hungary, as in most of the countries, athletics, 
gymnastics, and games piay a very important part in the school 
physical education programs. The major criticisms were con-
cerned with the type of anphasis placed on sports and the way 
I 
many of the physical education programs were taught. Most of 
the countries felt that compe titive interschool spor t s placed 
too much emph sis on education e.f' a few rather t han education 
of ~11 t he hildren. An important criticism brought out by 
this study was the concern shown by all countries over teacher 
education in physical education. 
A survey conducted by Gene R. Arno1a6 at Fort Hays 
Kansas State College in 1957, is surprisingly similiar in its 
conclusions to those of the UNESCO stud~ .7 The conclusion of 
Arnold's study criticised existing programs because it was 
found that physical education was predominantly ma.de up of 
team sports and little emphasis was place d on individual and 
dual activities. A criticism similiar to that voiced by 
Professor C.H. McCloy8 earlier in this study is pointed out 
by Arnold. It was felt by many physical educators interviewed 
6Gene R. Arnold, "A Critical Survey of the Physical 
Education Program in Selected Kansas Secondary Schools by 
Means of LaPorte Score Card O , Unpublished Master Report, Fort 
Hays Kansas State College, 1957. 
7uNEsco, ..Q.e. Cit. 
8McCloy, .9.E. Ci~., p. 67. 
9 
by arnold that indifferent attitudes on the part of the adminis-
trator resulted in poor faciiities and teaching conditions. 
Formal Physical Education. It is generally agreed by 
most educators that physical education has advanced a great 
deal since its inclusion in the curriculum of the public 
schools. As pointed out by Rice9 and others, many of the pre-
judices, fears, inferior teachers, and teaching methods, have 
been, for the most part, done away with. Many people will also 
agree that there is much to be done and that physical educators 
must interpret their program to the public. The matter of 
public relations is often considered to be one of the biggest 
concerns in physical education. Finding out what people think 
of us, why they think it, and then correcting or improving the 
programs. Whenever this is not feasibie the pubiic must be 
educated to accept the present program.. 
The Journal of Health, Physical Education, and Re~-
ation, May, 1949, contains an article by Howard G. DanforalO 
entitled, "As Others See Us". The study was designed to find 
out just what the pubiic thought of the profession of Physical 
Education. The author contacted eleven universities and invi-
ted them to take part in conducting the study. Out of this 
9Emmett R. Rice, John L. Hutchinson, and Mabel Lee, 
A Brief History of Physical Education, 4th edition. The 
Ronald .Press Co.-,-New1'ork: 1958, pp. 183, 189, 198, 358, 359. 
lOHoward G. Danford, "As Others See Us", 'l'he Journal of 
Health, Physical Education,~ Recreation, a:>:308-342. 
10 
number, nine schools accepted his invitation to take part in 
the study. 
The most interesting conclusion of Danford'a research 
was that most of the criticisms voiced by people interviewed 
came from those who had personal contact with physical educa-
tion in school or college physical education programs. Another 
conclusion of the study may hurt the belief of many college 
physical educators that w:>men are the best physical education 
teachers. Danford found that one of every four girls inter-
viewed did not like her classes in physical education. One 
of the many reasons given for this dislike was that most girls 
did not see any value whatsoever in physical education. This 
result could come from poor salesmanship and could very easily 
be the reason why women are some of the strongest critics of 
physical education. 
There were a number of good suggestions for better 
public relations given in the article such as he~ping the 
student to better realize the values of physical education 
and telling others about them. 
Lloyd M. Jonesll in bis article, •some Unfinished Busi-
ness in Physical Education", states that progress has not been 
uniform and, in many instances, has been at a complete stand-
still in physical education. The instructional program was 
llLloyd M. Jones, nsome Unfinished Business in Physical 
Education", Education, 70:108-111, October, 1949. 
ll 
singled out for criticism in that the practice of tossing the 
ball out and letting the pupils play is still used extensively 
in many areas. It is claimed by Jones that this is one prac-
tice that has led to the disrepute of the entire program of 
physical education. Published in October, 1949, in Education 
Magazine, the article contains a statement of objectives, some 
needed improvements, and a brief but very excellent summary 
of progress in physical education since the First World War. 
The First Year Book !2!!1., of the Eastern District 
Association of American Assoc i ation for Health, Physical Educa-
tion and Recreation, 12 contains an article which stresses the 
importance of developing and encouraging professionally minded 
teachers in .,b.ysical education. Teachers are needed who are 
capable, eager to learn, tolerant, and mindful of educating 
the child. 
There were many criticisms found by this survey voiced 
displeasure over the availability of physical education pro-
grams for all the children. "Physical Education For All", by 
Warren C. Seyfert,13 was the best critical material found on 
this subject. Writing in The School Review, June , 1946 , 
12Eastern District Association of the American Associ-
ation for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. First 
Year Book, 1947. 
13warren c. Seyfert, "Physical Education For All", 1rhe 
School Review, 54:318-319, June, 1946. 
12 
Seyfert refers to the large nwnber of physical rejections in 
the seiective service program in Worid War II and implications 
of the recent Kraus-Webber Tests. He argues that oniy a smali 
percentage of the high schooi pupils are reached with physicai 
education. It is little w,nder that people question the value 
of physical education as it now stands when half of them are 
subject to poor, or possibly no exposure to it during their 
school days. The failure, if there is one, is due to a com-
plete lack of health education and physical education that is 
designed to meet the needs of all the pupils. 
Some criticisms of boys' programs of physical education 
in the state of California resulted from the personai observa-
tion of programs in numerous high schoois in that state. 'l'he 
period of observation was in 19~2 and was conducted by Heber 
Newsom,i4 Supervisor of Physical Educati on, University of 
California. The results of this study were pubiished in 1954, 
in the California Journal of Secondary Education under the 
title, HAn Appeal for More Instruction in Physical Education". 
These results generally centered around the fact that such 
things are experience, tradition, attitude, and administrative 
policy, adversely influence the programs of physicaJ. education. 
I 
Administrative policy seemed to receive a great deai of 
the criticism. It was found that most administrators in the 
14Heber .Newsom, "An Appeal for More Instruction in 
Physical Education Classes", California Journal of Secondary 
Education, 29:J67-J70, November, 19~4. 
13 
schools observed did not lmow the type of program being offered 
in physical education. Many administrators felt gym periods 
were good dlllllping grounds for poor students. ~his, however, 
is not a one-sided article as many of the criticisms were 
directed at the physical education teachers as well as the 
school administrators. 
The solutions to the problem as offered by Newsom are 
good and are presented in an interesting manner. It is suggested, 
by the writer, that these solutions be used as material for 
evaluation of respective physical education programs. Each 
point, such as regular visits to the physical education classes 
by the principal, is clearly outlined and could be of great 
help in such a project. 
Adapting the Secondary Schoo~ Program to~~£?!: 
Youth, 52 Yearbook Part I, by the Yearbook Committee of the 
National Society for the Study of Education,15 stressed that 
one of the biggest problems in physical education was hidden 
costs. It was felt that through hidden costs we reduce student 
participation. Because of this hidden cost, participation had 
a tendency to be dominated in certain activities, by students 
from the middle and upper income families. 
The book made a definite predication about the imbalance 
of emphasis in physical education programs and did a very good 
15National Society for the Study of Education, Adapting 
the Secondary School Program to the Need of Youth, 52 Yearboo~ 
Part I, 1952, University of Chicago Press, Chicago 37, Illinois, 
1953, pp. 170-172. 
14 
job in proving its c~aim. Such things as the practice of 
athletes on the varsity team receiving free equipment while 
students on the intrl.iUllural teams receiving lesser treatment 
was criticized violently. Ill-planned programs for students 
with weak ability or who needed remedial programs were also 
criticised. 
Neglect of fundamentals and the tendency to be mere 
custodians of classes is advanced as a criticism of teachers 
of physical education. The book contains a great deal of 
material that very adequately discusses both the good and bad 
sides of physical education. Many speeches and the conclusion 
of the Eastern District Convention are included. 
Morton Levittf6 writing is School and Society, June, 
1957, states another criticism of teachers of physical educa-
tion is the apologetic attitude offere ~ by many people within 
physical education who apologize for their choice of profession 
or become aggressive about it. Another premise discussed in 
Levitt's article "Reconstruction in Physical Education", which 
is similiar to the above criticism, is that physical educators 
have too much of a defensive attitude toward their profession. 
~his could be caused by many of the smears on the professional 
character resulting from a few bad practices of their col-
leagues. An excellent example of this is the ball tossing 
method of teaching used in many physical education programs. 
16Morton, Levitt, "Reconstruction in Physical Education', 
School~ Society, 85:219-221, June 22, 1957. 
15 
The result of such a premise is that many educators in 
an effort to justify their existence in the profession take 
the fun out of physical education. This is accomplished by 
such things as: Overuse of sociograms, when the same result 
could be observed by watching children in free play, and over-
use of psychodramas, when the same result could be observed by 
watching potential leaders battle for class leadership. 
The writer believes this would be excellent material 
for reading by the student of physical education. However, 
the conclusions offered are not adequate for the scope of the 
article. 
David B. Rodes,17 the author of 'The Decline of Physical 
Education", states a number of new ideas to this survey. The 
article deals with the low level of physical education in the 
nation's schools and particularly those in New York City. 
The author spoke of the curtai.Lment of aims and objectives of 
phys cal education. This, he stated, was a result of having to 
meet the dual demands of health instructi on. This came about 
through spending additional administrative and teaching duties 
for health supervision and the allotment of class time to 
health instruction, much of which has already been covered in 
the science curriculum. In the opinion of the writer, this 
was one of the most outstanding criticisms found in his research. 
It was published in High Points magazine in September, 1953, 
consequently the ideas presented are still new to most of us. 
17David B. Rodes, "The Decline of Physical Education", 
High Points, 35:16-20, September, l95J. 
16 
Most of the articles dealing with criticisms of physica.L 
education were extremely well-written by competent authors or 
else located in reliable books or periodicals. One such criti-
cism was found in The Encyclopedia of Educational Research, .L952, 
which contained an article by A. A. Esslingerl8 entitled , "Extra-
curricular Activities". Information included in this artic.Le 
was based on recent research in the field of physical education. 
The author dealt with many phases of physical education and 
since his was the only criticism of the high school , intramura.L 
program found by the writer his criticisms were welcomed to 
this study. Esslinger c.Laims the lack of uniformity and the 
low standards of practice in the intra.murals was one reason 
why many administrators fail to include them in the achoo.L's 
program. 
The following article ppeared in School and Society,19 
November, 1956, and was based on the 1955 President's Confer-
ence on Physical Fitness. Entitled "Preserving Well-Balanced 
Educational Programs," it maintains that one of our greatest 
faJJa.cies in education today is being appalled at the neglect 
shown by the schools to such things as science and mathematics. 
This is done when a basically practical area of .Learning , such 
as physical education is almost who.Lly neglected. One out of 
18A. A. Esslinger, Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
pp. 831-833. New York: The Macmillian Company, 1952. 
19w. w. Br ickman, "Preserving Well - Balanced Educational 
Programs 0 , School ~ Society, pp. 84- 167, November lO, .L956. 
-
17 
a number of corrections listed, state that educators would 
have to become more concerned with physical education. Other 
people should also be sold on its value and these people shou~d 
seek to have physical education and recreation given their 
rightful places in the school curriculum. 
A very good summary of numerous facts and opinions 
arising out of the President's Conference was given. Possibly 
the most important was Vice President Nixon 1 s20 opening speech 
of the Conf'erence. He pointed out that fewer than half of the 
high school boys and girls participate in physical education 
classes. Ninety per cent of the one hundred and fifty thousand 
elementary schools have no gymnasium and fewer than five per 
cent of American youth have had camping and outdoor recreation 
experience. These things are just a few of many criticisms 
directed at the local and national programs of physical educa-
tion. It was also pointed out that if Americans are to regain 
their place as a strong and virile people they must quit talk-
ing and start doing something concrete about their nation's 
fitness. 
"In Search of Physical Fitness", was published by The 
Royal Bank of Canada21 in January, 1958, in its monthly letter. 
'rhis excellent pamphlet was also inspired by the results of 
20 Ibid. , p. 1.6. 
I 
21•rhe Royal Bank of Canada Monthly Letter, In Se arch or 
Physical Fitness. Montreal.: J9:4, January, 1958-.-
18 
the Kraus-Webber 'l1est and the President's Conference at 
Annapolis on physical fitness. A great deal of concern was 
revealed by the Canadians over the reported state of physical 
fitness in the United States. This situation, after a great 
deal of study, has been found to be equally true in Canada. 
Like many such materials published in the United States the 
letter points out the parents and schools are at fault in 
that order. The parents must fill the gap left by labor-
saving devices and proyide physical activities for their 
children. These physical activities should be supplemented 
by overhauled programs of physical education in the schools. 
Interscholastic Athletics. Competitive sports are 
continually before the eyes of the people in the United States. 
Sport columns in the newspapers and magazines carry a complete 
coverage of collegiate and school-boy athletics. Millions of 
people turn out every year to observe or participate in com-
petitive sports. It is little wonder, therefore, that athle-
tics are continually criticised when the publicity and atten-
tion is so widespread. In the following evaluations the writer 
will present a few of the many critical materials found on 
athletics. 
Most people will readily agree that the fault of inter-
school athletics is that participation is open to just a few 
of the many pupils eligible. "Athletics For All" written by 
J.9 
the Educationa~ Policies Connn1ssion22 of the National Educa-
tion Association, appeared in March, 19~4, discussed the evils 
of interschooJ. athletics. 
Two main points were emphasized by the commission. '1.'hey 
pointed out the need for providing athJ.etic competition of aJ.l 
~hildren throughout the whole yea:r and claimed these programs 
shouJ.d be educational. The Educational Policies Commission 
was of the opihion that the interscholastic athletic programs 
a:re a potent al educati onal force, existing wit hin the school's 
curriculum and are r:ot uti l.ized enough. ·rhe basis f or the 
program h ld be based on the required class program of physi-
cal education. 'l'his in turn is strengthened by a voluntary 
program of intramuraJ.s in which all students may participate. 
Intramurals should then be fol.lowed by a voluntary program of 
interscholastic athletics. All interesting criticism voiced 
by the Commission's study was that girJ.s did not share equally 
in the use of facilities, equipment, and funds, of athletic 
programs. The article, published in the National Education 
Association Journal, was an excellent condensation of the 
original report of the Educational Policies Commission which 
was published in February, 1954. A complete listing of all 
the questions that were part of the original study is included 
in this artic.Le. 
22Educational Policies Commission, "Athletics For All", 
National Educational Association Journal, 43:144-145, March 
1954. 
20 
Senior Scholastic, 23 March lO, 1954, contained an 
article based on the Educational Policies Commission's study 
of athletics entitled, "Varsity Sports - Overdone or Happy 
Medi um? 0 The article did not contribute any particularly new 
criticism to this survey. It did serve, however, the unique 
purpose of bringing the arguments right into the high school 
classroom. 
This was the only critical material examined by the 
writer which contained both the arguments for and against 
varsity sports. Two criticisms, new to this survey, were 
offered by this article. One of these arguments is based on 
the over-lengthy practice sessions which often result in 
athletes who are too tired to study. The other criticism, one 
which this writer has personally become acquainted with, is 
the idea that athletes develop the belief that they are privi-
leged individuals. When the individual is relieved of home 
work to rest for an athletic contest, it is felt by many that 
an exaggerated sense of importance is the only logical end 
product. Because of its Arrangement into pro and con argu-
ments, high school students might be particularly interested 
in this article. It would make excellent material on which 
a debate could be assigned as a class project or school assembly 
on the good and bad points of athletics. 
In "Competitive Sports: Menace or Blessing", Parents 
23 Senior Scholastic, "Varsity Sports - Overdone or 
Happy Medium", 64: , March 10, 1954. 
21 
Magazine, June, 1952, Jack Harrison Polla.rk24 states what is 
undoubtedly the basis of much of the fear and doubts exhibited 
by parents over their children's participating in competitive 
athletics. :Mr. Pollark criticises the nature of many sports 
and especially the contact sports. By their nature sports are 
conducive to injuries which may hamper, cripple, or even kill. 
This was not only critical material on athletics but it 
also included excellent constructive criticism and gave the 
athletic program credit for the great amount of good it is 
cbing and not getting credit for. There were some very good 
suggestions for the improvements of athletic programs which 
would be of interest to the student as well as the professional 
educator. One such suggestion is that parents ca.n help the 
success of the program if they are made to see the construc-
tive good that athletics renae~ their children. Through this 
education of the parent, physical educators may get away from 
over a.nd under emphasis by the parents. 
"That•s My Boy", written by Worth McClure2!:> of the 
.American Association of School Administrators, contains a 
brief criticism of the overemphasis placed by parents whose 
children participate in athletics. The article appearing in 
Tod~ Health, December, 1952, was actually of little value 
25worth McClure, "That's My Boy", Today's Health, J0:7, 
December, 1952. 
to this research except to add weight to argtunents voiced 
previously . 
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John K. Archer,26 writing in National Education Associ-
ation Journal, May, 1950, states that the high school athletic 
programs should be complimented. He points out that they have 
advanced a great deal from some of the suspicions, fears, 
abuses, and injustices that once existed. This author does, 
however, criticise athletics for allowing downtown quarterbacks, 
promoters, and alumni groups, who must win at all costs, to 
become connected in any way with the policies of high school 
athletics. 
The guiding policies of the Joint Committee on Standards 
for Interscholastic Athletics were listed by Archer. These 
are accompanied by a nmnber of interpretations of their mean-
ing in regard to current p~oblems in athletics. A list of 
student responsibilities concerning spectator conduct during 
athletic contests is also included. In the writer's opinion 
this article entitled "Toward Sane Athletic Programs II would 
be an excellent reference for setting up or revising a program 
of athletics. 
Thomas Mikula27 the author of ''Winning Ian' t All 11, 
26 John K. Archer, "Toward Sane Athletic Programs", 
National Education Association Journal, 39:348-349, May, 1950. 
27Thomas Mikula, ''Winning Isn ' t A.J.1 11 , Journal of the 
American As sociation For Health-Physical Education, and Rec-
reation , 24:16 - 18, September, 1953. 
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writing in the Journal of the American Association for Health-
Physical Education, and Recreation, September, 1953, gives a 
brief account of a criticism which is all too common to 
athletics. The opinion is given that the stress of winning 
should not be encouraged even in the games program of physi-
cal education. Violent competitive play was criticised and it 
was felt it should be discouraged for the sake of friendship 
and pure enjoyment of the game itself. Mikula thought by 
encouraging these qualities the individual could be better 
prepared to live in our society. The article seemed to be 
very biased in its viewpoint. 
Harold W. Stoke, Dean of the Graduate School at the 
University of Washington, in the March, 1954, Atlantic Monthly, 
makes the following statement: 
The fundamental distinctions between athletics 
and education are somewhat obscured by several 
arguments frequently beard. 'The first is that 
athletics has "educational values". This is the 
familiar "character building 11 , "team spirit", 
sportsmanship", argument. ' Anyone who knows the 
actual operation of athletics will admit that 
such values could be realized far better if ath-
letics were handled as recreation and physical 
education. The second argument is that many fine 
athletes make fine scholastic records---implying 
that there must not after all be any conflict 
between athletics and education. Again the 
answer can be short. Big-time athletics requires 
20 to 28 hours per week of its devotees, aside 
rrom the time spent away rrom the campus; hence 
it is bound to detract from the athlete's education? 
I'll answer that question with another:
8 
Is he any 
more entitled to it than any one else?2 
28Harold w. Stoke, "College Athletics - Education or 
Show Business?" Atlantic Monthly, 19.3:46, March, 19~4. 
-
Dean Stoke makes the point that athletics , and this 
writer supposes he means primarily football and basketball, 
are originally for the purpose of supplying public entertain-
ment and that people in education fail to recognize that they 
have taken off upon a program which is opposite from other 
educational functions. This article presents an exceptionally 
well-written and interesting view of athletics. 
CHAP•.fER III 
THE 1a1,UES0J.'ION1\JAiltE RESUL'1'8 
The pages of this chapter con~ in the anaiysis of the 
da which were collected for the study at ba..~d. The analysia 
of the r zpons to the questionnaire tems are presented in 
tabular form with their corresponding frequencies and percent-
ag s noted. Their results are further elaborated on in the 
accompanying pages of the study. 
Participants Having Physical Education in High School. 
'£he response to Question I which was, "Did you have physical 
education in high school?" is given in Table I. Three hundred 
forty-nine, or 9J.8 per cent, of the participants answered yes. 
'J.'wenty-three, or 6. 2 per cent, answered no. 
Many of the participants who did not have physical edu-
cation, while not required by the questionnaire, noted specific 
reasons why they had not been exposed to the program at the 
secondary level. Two participants wrote that band had been 
substituted in the schedu.Led physical education class period 
and since they did not participate in athletics they had spent 
their physical edu ation in study hall. Six other participants 
simply noted that physical education bad not been offered. 
In response to Part A of ~uestion I, three hundred 
twenty-four of the three hundred forty-nine participants who 
had physical education in high school answered that they 
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TABLl:!.; I 
PAHTICIPAN'J.'S HAVING PHYSICAL EDUCA'l'IO.N I.N HIGH SC.HOOL 
Yes % No % Tota.l % 
Did you have physical 
9Jo8 education in high s choo.l? 349 2J 6.2 J72 100 
A. If so, did you .lik 
physical education? 324 92.8 25 1.2 J49 .LOO 
B. If yes, why did you like physical education? 
.No. checking 
Factors each factor _L 
1. Competition 252 78 
2. Good teaching 124 38 
3. Group participation and cooperation 235 7J 4. Acquiring know.Ledge of sports 236 73 
.5. Rhythmic activities 
1i~ 
15 
6. Acquisition of new skills 56 
7. Betterment of physical h alth 221 68 
8. Leisure time activities 127 39 
9. Development of character 150 46 
10. Development of critical judgment and 
tolerance 116 36 
11. Cophysioal education 42 13 
Read tab.le thus: Three hundred forty-nine, or 9J.8 per cent, 
of the 372 participants, indicated they had physical education 
in high sohooi. Twenty-three, or 6.2 per cent of the 372 par-
ticipants indicated that they did not have physical education. 
Three hundred seventy-two, or 100 per oent of the tota.L number 
of participants responded to this question. In Part B, 252, 
or 78 per oent of the 324 participants who liked physical edu-
cation checked "Competition" as an influencing factor. 
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liked it. Twenty-five, or 7.2 per cent, stated that they did 
not like physical. education in secondary schools. 
In response to Part B of ~uestion I, each positive par-
ticipant to Part A checked any factor that he felt caused his 
favorable attitude toward physical education. Some checked 
all of the factors, many checked three or four and a few noted 
specific factors into the space provided at the bottom of the 
column. 
As shown in Table I, in answer to Factor l under Part B, 
two hundred fifty-two participants, or 7tl per cent, checked 
"Competition" as a contributing factor for their favorable 
attitude toward physical education. It should be noted that 
this was checked by the greater number of students and could 
therefore be asswned to be the major contributing factor for 
favorable attitudes towards phy ical education of the students 
participating in the study. 
It is shown in TabJ.e I that items numbered three, four, 
and seven, were the next highest influencing factors. Factor 3, 
which was "Group participation and cooperation", was checked 
by two hundred thirty-five, or 73 per cent, of the participants. 
"Acquiring knowledge of sports 11 , which was Factor 4, was 
checked by two hundred thirty-six, or 7J per cent, responding. 
Factor 7, "Betterment of physical health", was checked by two 
hundred twenty-one participants. This writer believes it 
significant to note that three of the items checked fall into 
the general pattern of the major objectives of physical 
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education which are education of the mental, moral, and physi-
cal person. The physical objective would readily fit Factor 7, 
"Betterment of physical health", the mora.J. objective would fit 
both "Group participation and cooperation", which was Factor 3, 
and also ttcompeti tion", which was Factor .L. The mental objec-
tive would easily be met by Factor 4, "Acquiring know.Ledge of 
sports". A.Ll of the above were checked by the greatest number 
of participants as shown in Tab.Le I. 
"rhis writer was concerned that only one hundred twenty-
f our participants checked "Good teaching", which was Factor 2, 
as a major item in their having favorable attitudes toward 
physical education. It was also noted that the item of "Leisure 
time activities", which was Factor 8 in Table I, was given 
credit by only one hundred twenty-seven participants as an 
influencing factor for their ravorab.Le attitudes toward physi-
cal education. This will receive further comment in the con-
clusion to the study. 
Forty-seven participants, or .L~ per cent, checked 
Factor 5, ''Rhythmic activities", and forty-two, or lj per cent, 
checked Factor .J..L which was "Cophysica.L education 11 • It was 
noted, however, that thirty-eight of the same participants 
checked both factors and all of these were larger schools. 
The conclusion to draw from this is that the great percentage 
of participants were from small schools which did not offer 
either factor in their physica.L education program. 
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In response to the factor marked 'Others" only four partici-
pants responded with comments. Three of the four noted "Release 
of tension" and the fourth noted "Learning to like others" as 
factors influencing their favorable attitudes toward high school 
physical. education. 
Special Criticisms. Table II shows specific criticisms 
noted by fifty-seven of the 327 participants who indicated in 
Part A of Question I that they liked physical education. 
These responses were not solicited by the questionnaire 
but because of the number of participants involved the writer 
felt they should be included in a separate table. By the 
number of participants responding without the benefit of an 
expressed question on the questionnaire, it is obvious more 
would have responded in a like manner if the questionnaire 
had so indicated. Most of the answers given wer checked 
under Part C of ~uestion I or else they were written in by the 
participant. A few of these responses will be commented on 
in the following paragraphs. 
In responses to the item "Poor teachers", which was 
Factor 13 in Table II, seventeen participants indicated they 
were especially critical of their teachers of physical educa-
tion in high school. It is also shown by Table II that twenty-
three participants indicated "Short oJ.ass periods", as a special 
criticism and that twenty-one indicated they were not allowed 




1. Competition of other activities 
2. Fear (injury, etc) 
J. Lack of finances (toweL fee anct uniform cost) 
4. Group response unfavorabLe to you as an individual. 
5. Opinions of famiiy (religious views) 
6 . Opinions of personal friends 
7. Opinions of opposite sex 
8. Personal physical appearance 
9. Previous physical education experience 
10. Physical plant (gym, dressing rooms, et~) 
ll. Poor coordination 
12. Lack of skill 
lj. Poor teachers 
l.4. Short class periods 
15. Not enough time allowed for dressing and showering 



















Read table thus: Seven of the fifty-seven participants who specifically liked 
physical education but who had special criticisms indicated competition of 
other activities as a factor in their criticism of physical education. 
\,,-} 
0 
F'"' - , ' r ., " 
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One per son indicated that even though he liked physical educa-
tion he was afraid 01' injury. He criticized the program for 
not making allowance for gradually working the more timid 
students into the rougher parts of the course. 
Even though they generally liked physical education, 
three partiicipan,:;s checKed 11 PersonaJ. physical appearance" as 
a faclior which produced unf'avorable attitudes toward their 
physical education. One female participant noted on her 
questionnaire that she was especiaJ.ly critical. of her program 
in high school b e cause of the poor dressing room facilities 
provided for the girls whi l e the boys' program had better 
dressing facilities. This same factor, listed as Factor 10 
in Table II, was checked by ten other participants. 
Re asons for Disliking PhysicaJ. Education. In Table III 
the factors checked by the twenty-five participants that had 
previously indicated in '&he questionnaire their dl. alike for 
physical edu ation have been tabulated. Again, as previousJ.y 
indicated in the special criticisms in TabJ.e II, "Short class 
Periods" and "Not enough time allowed for dressing and shower-
ing" were marked by a number of participants as items influ-
encing unf'avorabJ.e attitudes toward physical education. 
Factor 14, which was "Short class periods", was marked by seven 
participant s and eleven, or 44 per cent, responded to Factor 15. 
In Table III, however, it is shown that "Lack of skill" 
TABL.t!; III 
REASO!'IS FOR DISLIKI.NG PHYSICAL EDUCA'l'IO.N 
Factors 
1. Competition of other activities 
2 . Fear (injury, etc.} 
J. Lack of finances {towel fee and uniform coat) 
4. Group response unfavorab.le to you as an individua.l 
5. Opinions of family (religious views) 
6. Opinions of personaJ. friends 
7. Opinions of opposite sex 
8. Personal physical appearance 
9. Previous physical education experience 
10 . Physical plant (gym, dressing rooms, etc.) 
11 . Poor coordination 
12. Lack of skill 
13. Poor teachers 
l.4. Short class periods 
15. Not enough time for dressing and showering 


















Read table thus: Three, or 12 per cent of the twenty-five participants who 


















and 0 Poor teachers", played an important ro.J.e in influencing 
unf'avorable attitudes of these particu.Lar participants toward 
physical education. In response to Factor 13, sixteen parti-
cipants indicated "Poor teachers", as a cuase for their adverse 
attitude and fifteen indicated "Lack of skill II as an influencing 
factor. 
Areas to Stress More Fully. Question Jon the question-
naire was a request of the participant to check any area which 
he believed the physical education program shou.Ld stress more 
fully. Table IV gives the results of this question. The 
writer has arranged this table by dividing it into three 
groups. These are- the participants who hm physical education 
and liked it, the ones that did not have physical education in 
high school, and those that did not like physical education in 
high school. This was done in order to see the similarity in 
desires and percentages of total tabulations between the three. 
Results of Factor 11 in 'l'able IV disclosed a very close 
correlation among the three types of participants concerned. 
Those participants that did not have physical education in 
high school reported e.J.even, or 48 per cent, in favor of empha-
sizing "Tennis". Two hundred eighteen participants who liked 
physical education, or 67 per cent, showed desire to have 
11111ennis" emphasized more in physical education. In answer to 
the same factor, thirteen, or 52 per cent of the participating 
































AREAS TO S'l'RESS MOKE FULLY 
Ind1 vidua.L and Dual Activities 
~!-Nl % -~N2 % 
124 38 13 57 
llj 35 8 3!> 
194 60 12 52 
27 8 4 17 
26 6 4 17 
152 47 1i 61 32 10 26 
. 42 lJ 6 26 
15 5 l 4 
32 10 10 4J 
218 67 11 48 
129 40 8 35 
76 23 3 13 
132 41 8 3.5 
page 3 for explanation of symbo.Ls. 
~-NJ % Total % 
9 36 146 39 
10 40 131 3!> 
12 46 218 59 
0 0 31 8 
g 12 27 7 20 171 46 
1 i 39 10 2 50 13 
1 4 17 5 
0 0 42 11 
13 52 242 65 
5 20 1~1 38 tt 16 22 16 144 39 
Read table thus: One hundred twenty-four, or 38 per cent of the 324 parti-
cipants who had physic al education and .Liked it, i'el t "Archery" shoudd be stressed. 
Thirteen, or 57 per cent of the 2J participants who did not have physical educa-
tion, felt "Archery" should be stressed. Nine participants, or 36 per cent of the 
twenty-five participants who disliked physical education, indicated they felt 
"Archery" should be stressed. One hundred forty-six, Dr 39 per cent of the total 
372 participants indicated they felt 11Archery" shou.ld be stressed more fully in 
the physical education program. 
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school reported themseives to be in favor of more high school 
emphasis on "Tennis 11 • 
Another individual and dual sport which received at 
least 40 per cent of each type of participants consideration 
was "Bowling". This was Factor 3 in that area. Responses to 
this factor by the Nl group, totaled one hundred ninety-four, 
or 60 per cent, in favor of more emphasis. Groups N2 and NJ 
reported twelve, or 52 per cent, and twelve, or 46 per cent 
respectively, in favor of emphasizing "Bowling" more in high 
school physical education. 
"Badminton", shich was also listed in the area of indi-
vidual and dual sports, received a similar vote by the three 
types of participants. Results of tabulation of the Nl group 
disclosed 3~ per cent or one hundred thirteen in favor of more 
emphasis on this particular activity while 35 per cent, or 
eight, of the N2 group, and 40 per cent, or ten, participants 
of the NJ group gave similar indications. 
This writer, in the process of making up this question• 
naire, made a previous ~ypothesis concerning the participants 
desiring more emphasis on ''Weight lifting". This was because 
of the increased emphasis on this factor by so many athletic 
coaches and physical education teachers, not only for rehabili-
tation or injuries but as an activity itself. It was believed 
desire for emphasis by the participants would be much greater 
than was disclosed by this portion of the study. 
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Responses to "Team Sports", which were listed on 
Table V, were not as numerous as those experienced for "Indi-
vidual Sports". The highest tabulation of any group of parti-
cipants was given by the N2 group for "Volleyball" with twelve, 
or 52 per cent wishing more emphasis. This is contrasted with 
the NJ. group in "Individual Sports" responding with two hundred 
eighteen, or 68 per cent, for more emphasis on "Tennis". As 
an addi tiona.J. comparison the total percentage for "Volleyball" 
for all three groups was 49 per cent while the same comparison 
for 11Tennis 0 was 65 per oent. 
"Softball", which was Factor 8 in "Team Sports", received 
a good response from the three groups. The tabulations were: 
Nl, one hundred-forty-eight, or 46 per cent; N2, thirteen or 
57 per cent; and, NJ, nine, or JO per cent. The participant 
response for more emphasis of "Baseball." was similar to that 
shGWn for "SoftbaJ.J.". Forty-seven per cent of the total. 
number of participants responded to "BasebaJ.1 11 while 46 per 
oent responded to "Softball". The response to Factors four, 
five, six, and seven, in "Team Sports" was not as high. '.rhis 
is undoubtedly due to lack of knowledge on the part of the 
participants as to what these sports actually are. 
In Table VI, "Swimming" received the greatest number of 
checks by all participants. Two hundred eighty-nine, or 78 per 
cent of the total number of participants checked swimming. 





































































































Read table thus: One hundred sixty of the 324 participants l'b.o had 
physicaJ. education and liked it, or 49 per cent, feJ.t that baseball should have 
receive• stress. Seven participants of 2J, or 30 per cent who did not have physi-
cal education, felt that baseball should receive more stress. Six students, or 
24 per cent of the 25 who disliked physicaJ. education feJ.t that baseball should 
be stressed more fully. One hundred seventy-three students, or 47 per oent of 




AREAS 'J:0 S'l'RESS MORE FULLY 
Rhythmic Activities, Self-Testing, Aquatics, Adaptive Activities 
Factors 
Rhythmic Activities 
.1. Folk and Square 
*Nl 
Dance 136 
2. Modern Dance 119 
















J.. Ca.iisthenics l4tl 


































*See page J for explanation of symbols. 































Read tab.Le thus: One hundred thirty-six, or 4.1 per cent 
of the participants who liked physical education felt that 
"FoJ.k and Square Dance" should be stressed more fully. Twelve, 
or 52 per cent of the twenty-three particpants who did not have 
physica.1 education, indicated the same. Eleven, or 44 per cent 
of the group that dis.Liked physical education, indicated that 
it should be stressed more fully. One hundred seventy-two par-
ticipants indicated more stress on "Folk and Square Dance" was 
needed in physice.J. education programs. 
-
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checks, or 57 per cent. Other factors which ranked high on 
this table included "Social Dance", which was Factor 3 under 
''Rhythmic Activities", which received ,58 -per cent of the total 
participants checked and "Gymnastics II with 51 per cent of the 
total. It was especially interesting for this writer to note 
the results of the tabulations and percentages for "Calisthen-
ics". This activity, which is supposed.1.y dis.Liked by most 
students, received one hunared sixty-six, or 45 per cent of 
the total votes. 
Rating of Physical Education Programs and Personnel. 
The responses of the participants to ~uestions 4 and 5 are 
tabulated in Table VII. Because of the similarity in required 
answers these two questions were grouped together. 
The responses to ~uestion 4 show sixty-five, or l7 per 
cent of the total participants, believed physical education 
was 11Not as important II as other subjects. The same table 
shows one hundred seventy-five, or 47 per cent, believed 
physical education to be ttJust as important II as othersubjects, 
and one hundred thirty-two, or 36 per cent, thought it to be 
"More important". A breakdown of the samequestion by groups 
reveals four, or 16 per cent of the Nj group, believing physi-
cal education to be "More important II than other su"bjects. In 
the same respect the N2 group responded with four, or 15 per 





RATING OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND PERSONNEL 






Just as important 
Not as important 
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Read table thus: One hundred twenty-four, or 38 per 
cent of the 324 participants who liked physical education, 
believed it to be "More important" than other fields. Four, 
or 15 per cent of the 2J participants who did not have physi-
cal education, believed it to be "More important". Four, or 
16 per cent of the 25 participants who disliked physical 
education, indicated they believed it to be the same. One 
hundred thirty-two, or 35 per cent of the total 372 partici-
pants, indicated they believed physical education to be "More 
important" than other fie.ids. 
-
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Tabulations of the responses to ~uestion in Table VII, 
revealed sixty-six, or 1e per cent of the total participants, 
stating they believed physical education teachers were "Weaker 
than" their teachers in other fields. Group Nj, which consis-
ted of the participants who did not like physical education, 
had the highest number of responses for this part of Question 
five with 44 per cent of the total group responding. 
Responses to Question 6, which was not listed in table 
form, showed seven participants indicating physical education 
was considered a 'waste of time", and 365 indicating it was 
not. Question 2, which was also not in table form, drew simi-
lar responses from the participants with five showing they did 
not think physical education should be taught in high school 
and 367 indicating the opposite. 
Comments EI, Participants. Responses to the last part 
of Question 6 were many and varied. The participants contri-
buted both compliments and criticisms of their high school 
physical education of physical education in general. The 
writer will comment on a few of the criticisms in the follow-
ing pages. A partial list of the responses is included at 
the end of this chapter for the readers examination. 
A response by a female participant stated that she 
believed in physical education but there was a point when it 
became a waste of time. She also stated that "Overemphasis 
-
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on athletics" is causing the degrading of our scholastic 
standards such as substituting footballs for good text books. 
One male participant responded in a similar manner. He wrote 
that he believed in the principles of physical education but 
he did not believe in the way they were emphasized. He too 
was probably referring to the athletic programs. 
A participant mo lived in Nebraska claimed that be 
did not believe the high school physical education teachers 
knew enough about physical education. Another male stated he 
believed the high schools needed more and better equipment 
and interested teachers if the program was to be successful. 
The competitive bases of many physical education pro-
grams was presented as a basis for a criticism by a male 
participant from Kansas. He wrote that often times in high 
school physical education is prese tea on a ccmpetitive basis. 
This leans to an awkward feeling on the part of the adoles-
cent who often is not capable of such rigid competition. A 
number of the responses, both for and against, mentioned this 
item. 
The responses of three female participants were of 
special interest to this writer as he was aware of this par-
tivular factor as a problem in physical education. These 
participants wrote compliments toward physical education in 
general but they wanted to know why the profession could not 
-
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get more ladylike women instructors. One of the girls stated 
she had been influenced away from a career in physical educa-
tion because of observation of "unfeminine lady instructors". 
The following are additional suggestions written on the 
questionnaire. 
1. A part of development of character is physical as 
well as mental. A person of poor physical health 
will not have good mental healthp. We need to 
maintain our physical health in order to live a 
full rich life. 
2. If the body is exercised regularly in youth the 
body will respond better as it ages and matures. 
3. As long as it aids in building up health and aids 
in making a happier individual, then it is highly 
important. 
4. It develops a person physicall and he learns the 
meaning of teamwork. 
5. Because physical education may be used as a recre-
ation as well as a good body builder. 
6. Because it is education of the physical, mental, 
emotional, and social person through physicaJ. 
activities and plays a very important part in 
education. 
7. Many people would take no interest in sports and 
have no physical exercise themselves if it were 
not for physical education. 
8. For some people it is not a waste of time but if 
you have had it before and you know how to do the 
things they teach it should not be required. 
9. Everyone should have physical education for his 
own good. It makes him better coordinated and 
helps him to develop better. 
10. If it is presented in the correct manner. Often 
times in high school it is presented on a competi-
tive basis. 'rhis leans to an awkward feeling on 
the part of the adolescent who often is not capable 
of such rigid competition. One definitely feels 
that improvements could be made. 
11. It teaches sportsmanship besides keeping one in 
good condition physically. It also teaches many 
activities that can be used to take up spare time. 
12. High schools need more and better equipment and 
interested teachers if the physical education pro-
gram is to be successful. 
13. Physical education is not a waste of time because 
it develops character, leadership, cooperation, 
and provides good exercise for the individual. It 
should be a vital part of every high school 
curriculum. 
l.4. It helps a person to stay in better physical condi-
tion. The teacher should not favor the ones who 
naturally grasp it easier than others. 
15. Physical education is important because it helps 
to develop the body. It also teaches people to get 
along with each other. The most important thing 
physical education contributes to society is its 
part in giving people an opportunity to release 
some of their emotional strain. Through physical 
education courses students learn a better under-
standing of the individual. The United Sates as 
a whole has been real lax on the physicaL educa-
tion programs. 
16. It helps to mature one emotionally, physically, and 
mentally. It teaches teamwork and good sportsman-
ship and increases better health, good judgment, 
and tolerance. 
17. When a person is going to school he does not do 
much in the way of physical exercise and needs 
physical education to keep in shape. 
18. It gives the student the exercise most of them need 
but do not get. 
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19. Physical education is a very vital factor in high 
school. One feels that the physical education 
activities and sports which are available in high 
school are a great benefit. 
20. It should be used to some extent but there is a 
point in which it becomes a waste of time. Over-
emphasis on athletics is causing the degrading of 
our scholastic standards such as substituting 
footballs and basketballs for good text books. 
21. Everyone needs some amount of physical education to 
get the most out or life. It helps the mind and 
body and also relaxes and relieves the mental strain 
of studying. 
22. One should be required to take only one year of 
physical education so that courses could be taken 
that are in one's own field. 
2J. In many instances physical education is both help-
ful and beneficia.L to the individual and it stimu-
lates the student's ideas of fair play and aids 
him in competitive programs he enjoys. 
24. Physical education should be included in the curric-
ulum of every school. An awareness of one's health 
and physical fitness is a gre at need to the people 
of our nation. 
25. Exercise is very important to one feeling of well 
being and some form of competition is good for 
everyone. 
26. All schools should teach physical education as 
recreation as it is just as important as the other 
subjects required. 
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Sunmary of Questionnaire Data. The data received from 
the questionnaire indicated the following: 
1. A large majority of the participants indicate that 
physical education is being taught in their high 
schools. 
2. Most participants liked physical. education. 
J. Competition, group participation and cooperation, 
and acquiring knowledge of sports, were indicated 
by the greatest number as reasons for their favor-
able attitude toward physical education. 
4. Poor teachers and lack of skill on the part of the 
participants were indicated by the greatest number 
as reasons for their unfavorable attitude toward 
physical education. 
5. A large majority of participants indicated that 
physical education should be taught in the high 
school.. 
6. Tennis and Bowling were the individual sports that 
most participants felt should be stressed. 
7. Volleyball, basketball, and some form of baseball 
were the team activities that most participants 
felt should be stressed. 
8. Social dance, gymnastics, and swimming were checked 
by at least 50 per cent of the participants as areas 
to be stressed in physical education. 
9. The larger part, or 47 per cent of the participants, 
felt that physical education was just as important 
as other subjects of the school program. 'i1hirty-
fi ve per cent felt that physical education was more 
important than other subjects and 17 per cent felt 
that physic al education was not as important as 
other subjects. 
10. The larger part, or 44 per cent of the participants, 
felt that physical education personnel were just as 
good as the personnel in other education fields. 
Thirty-eight per cent felt they were better than, 
and 18 per cent felt that physical education per-
sonnel were weaker than personnel in other teaching 
fieJ.ds. 
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11. At the base of most of the criticisms which were 
written into the questionnaire was the failure of 
the achoo! to provide a program which included 
enough instructional time and adequate instruction 
for all students in a wide variety of activities. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY - CONCLUSIO.NS - RECOMMENDA'1'IO.NS 
This writer could undoubtedly continue for some time 
referring to studies, reports, and articles, that have been 
published within the scope of this study. This would include 
such studies as those carried out by the National Federation 
of State High School Athletic Association, and the various 
committee reports from the American Association for Health, 
Physical Education, and Recreation. All of these reveal the 
same concern with physical. education in the school programs. 








Indirferent attitudes toward physical education by 
school administrators may be a leading factor in 
poor pro gr ams • 
Results of the questionnaire indicate the majority 
of students at Fort Hays Kansas State College have 
a favorable attitude toward their high school 
Physical education experience. 
Poor teachers play the greatest part in the develop-
ment of future critics of physical education. 
Emphasis of physical education or athletics for the 
few is one of the main sources for cri~icisms. 
'1'h~ greatest single source of criticisms are the 
implications of findings of the Kraus-Webber '1'ests. 
These critics claim physical education Is not con-
tributing enough to physical fitness of youth. 
Poor public realtions result in many criticisms. 
Criticisms of physical education are similar through-
out the world. They are mainly directed toward 
emphasis of physical education on only a few. 
• 
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8. The lack of physical fitness is a large factor in 
most criticisms of physical educa~ion. ~ost critics 
claim this is the fault of our school physical 
education program. 
9. Overemphasis of varsity sports and competition was 
another area which gained a great deal of criticism. 
10. Competition was a major factor in influencing 
favorable attitudes toward physical education. This 
was pointed out by the questionnaire. Seventy-
eight per cent of the participants so indicated. 
Conclusions. The possible implications of the findings 
are as follows: 
1. Physical education should be interested in more and 
better public realtions to educate the public about 
the great contributions of physical education to 
the education of all youth. 
2. Because of the publicity, both good and bad focused 
on competitive athletics, many people tend to think 
all athletic programs are overemphasized and all 
physical education programs underemphasized. Hence, 
the criticisms of physical education for the few 
take fonn. 
3. There is a great need for more am b:ttter evaluation 
of the quality and quantity of the learning experi-
ence in physical education. 
4. The attention given to planning for cophysical 
education experiences are not adequate and should 
be given more attention. 
5. With the increased emphasis on intellectual accom-
plishments, criticisms of physical education are 
likely to increase unless the profession takes 
steps to rid itself of the weak spots in the program. 
6. Competition, while a leading factor in most criti-
cisms, is also the greatest motivating factor for 
the favorable attitudes of students toward physical 
education. 
7. There is a prominent lack of emphasis on leisure 
time or individual and dual sports within the 
physical education program. 
-
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Recommendations. As a result afthis study the follow-
ing recommendations are presented: 
l. Further studies of separate phases of physical 
education are needed which might include: 
a. A separate study of spectator attitudes. 
b. A separate study of parent attitudes. 
c. A separate study of attitudes of school and 
college administrators towards physical 
education. 
d. A separate study of the extent and types of 
leisure time activities taught in the physical 
education classes. 
2. Extended use of rhythmic and carry-over activities 
in the school physical education programs is needed. 
3. Teachers should be prepared broadly in physie;al 
activities and principles rather than narrowly 
trained in a particular coaching fie~d. 
4. Physical education for all students should be 
given the same status, responsibility, and respect 
that is given to other areas of the academic family. 
5. Cophysical education activities should be offered 
in those activities which lend themselves to this 
type of activity. Cophysical education activities 
should be presented at the proper time in the 
child's life. 
6. Graded, progressive programs with objectives and 
adequate tests should be provided from kindergarten 
through the 12th grade. 
7. All elementary school teachers should have competency 
in teaching the physical education skills of their 
particular grades. 
8. Girls should share equally with boys in the program 
and in the use of facilities and available funds. 
9. At least one hour a day for secondary and junior 
high school pupils and one-half hour a day for 
elementary school children should be provided for 
physical education instruction. 
10. Better physical education programs should be pro-
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STUDEN'l' ~UESTI ONNAIRE 
This questionnaire is part of a thesis concerning critical 
opinions and materials of physical education. It will be 
greatly appreciated if you will complete the questions in 
the shortest time possible and return it to your instructor. 
Please complete and hand back all questionnaires. Thank you 
for your cooperation. 
NOTE: 
NAME 
The questions should be answered only with regard to 
your high school physical education experience. 
SEX AGE -----
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUA'l'ED FROM -----------------
TOWN STA'1'E YRS. IN . COL. --------------- ---
l. Did you have physical education when you were in high school? 
Yes ___ No __ _ 
a. If so, did you like physical education? Yes No 
b. If yes, why did you like physical education? 
(check any influencing factors) 
1. Compet tion 
2. Good t e aching 
3. Group participation and cooperation 4. Acquiring knowledge of sports 
5. Rhythmic activities 
6. Acquisition of new skills 
7. Betterment of physical health 
8. Leisure time activities 
9. Development of character 
10. Development of critical judgment and tolerance 





c. If no, why did you dislike physical education? 



















Competition of other activities 
Fear (Injury, etc.) 
Lack of finances. {'rowel. fee & uniform cost) 
Group response unfavorable to you as an indi-
vidual 
Opinions of family. (Religious views) 
Opinions of personal friends 
Opinions of opposite sex 
Personal. physical appearance 
Previous physical education experience 
Physical plant (gym, dressing rooms, etc.) 
Poor coordination 
Lack of skill 
Poor teachers 
Short class periods 




2. Do you think physical education should be taught in the 
high schools? Yes No 
J. Check any particular areas which you believe the physical 
education programs whoul.d stress more fully. 
I~DIVIDUAL & DUAL RHYTHMIC AC'fIVI'l'Ii!:S 
1. Archery 1. Folk & Square Dance 
2. Badminton 2. Modern Dance 
3. Bowling J. Soci a.l Dane e 
4. Deck Tennis 
5. Fencing S~LF-TESTING ACTIVITI.t!:S 
6. Golf l. Apparatus 
7. HandbaJ.l 2. Gymnastics 
8. Hiking J. Stunts 
9. Rope Skipping 4. Tumbling 
10. Shuff le board 
11. Tennis AQUA'fICS 
12. Track & Field l. Lifesaving 
.1.3. Weight Lifting 2. Swimming 
14. Wrestling 
ADAP'l'IVE OR CURHECTIVE AC'l1IVITIES 
TEAM SPOHTS J.. Calisthenics 
l. BasebaJ.l 2. Adapted use of any 
2. Baske tba.11 previously listed 
j. Football activities for 





J.0. Vol.leyb 11 -
5. 
6. 
Do you think physical education is (1) more important, 
(2) just as important, (3) not as important, as other 
subjects. (circle one) 
Do you feel that your instructors in physical education 
have been (1) better than, (2) just as good, (j) weaker 
than, those in other fields. 
Do you feel that physical education is a waste of time? 
Yes ___ No ___ If so, why? 
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